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To order Fabric, Patterns, or Notions,  

Go to … www.casualelegancefabric.com 

There are drop down lists near the top of Home Page. 

Click on a collection or group. 

 

    

PATTERN REFERENCES EXCUSIVELY:  All available on website.  

 

           Loes Hinse Design     

     Loes Hinse Studio patterns 
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IT IS A NEW YEAR! 

TIME TO RENEW and REFRESH  

 

Check out Loes Hinse’s Top patterns as well as fabric now on sale. 

Now is the time to incorporate some new garments into your wardrobe!  

In this edition, we are focusing on Top Patterns. 
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Why not beat the winter blues with  some updated garments for your wardrobe? A few 

new tee tops/sweaters will do the trick.  It will indeed refresh your closet and your 

sense of well being. 

A myriad of tee top shapes, inserts, hemline treatments, fabric mixes are ’trending’ 

right now. The options are endless.  Recently, feeling the need for a break after the 

Christmas hoopla, I went … shopping. Thinking perhaps I would break down and pur-

chase some tops for cooler weather, I grabbed a shopping cart. Mindlessly, wandering 

around the store, I saw a few garments that caught my attention—a myriad of hemline 

treatments, varying shoulder and neckline treatments, interesting fabric mixes. I 

thought to myself … I guess this is what is ‘trending.’ They were a tad different from 

my usual choices and momentarily caught my attention. They ended up in my cart.  

It was time to get back to reality—namely dinner. Went to the checkout stand and pur-

chased my garments. I surprised myself!!!  There were several in there. I left the store 

feeling … which “re” word do I pick … maybe refreshed! 

After dinner that evening, I decided to try on my new purchases. (No, I did not try 

them on in the store! Duh!)  I looked at them, and it began to dawn on me. What had I 

done in the name of feeling I needed an ‘outing!’  Then I tried them on. Keep in mind 

they were well-recognized, better brands. I reminded myself they looked nice on the 

racks. On my body … NO!  What was my concern? A couple of words that first entered 

my mind were … boxy, shapeless, too trendy. I could go on and on. I am sure you 

know what I am talking about.  

I decided not to call Loes, at least right away. Through the phone I would be able to 

hear her eyes rolling!   

I went to my closet. Earlier, I think there had been a holiday fatigue induced glitch in 

my thinking! What did I find in my closet? Lots of gorgeous tops—of course all Loes’ 

patterns. They were all great. I still had this yearning for something a tad different.  

 

 

A NEW YEAR                                                               

TIME TO … REFRESH … RENEW       
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Loes’ patterns are basic and great. Her fabric choices are great. But what about some-

thing a little different?  Maybe not so over-the-top ‘trendy’ but something a little differ-

ent. Then it dawned … in Loes’ pattern collections, there are some really great patterns 

with the same great fit, easy to sew, yet allow for something different—something  

stylish, classy, well-fitted, and more than just a basic top. 

Before launching into something different, let’s remind ourselves Loes’ basic top and 

sweater patterns such as the Bianca should not be thrown to the curb. They cannot be 

beat. The Bianca is Loes’ go-to-pattern choice for constructing garments for her store. 

She feels it fits a great range of bodies. And it does. And it is always classic. But we 

want to move onto something … different. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The good news … If you love the feel and fit of the 

Bianca and you want something a little different  ... 

you MUST try the Criss-Cross Top Pattern! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although the front pattern piece on the 

Criss Cross is very different from the 

Bianca, the fit is comparable and exact-

ly the same at the shoulder. If the 

Bianca works great for you, the Criss-

Cross is a must-do. This is a very cute 

top with an inset offering optional gath-

ering, a diagonal line across the front 

allowing fabric mixes and lots of design 

detail options.  

Same fit as the Bianca with                  

added design appeal! 

BIANCA 

 

In addition to highlighting patterns with 

design options, we are comparing fit. 
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Bianca Sweater     Criss-Cross Top 

 

Comparing line drawings 

 

We are comparing one view and using the front drawing.   

NOTE:   There are optional views on each pattern—different body lengths,         

  different sleeve lengths, different necklines, etc. The basic body fit,  

  including the width across the shoulder on the Bianca and the Criss Cross 

  are the same.   

 

 

NOTE on fit: if your body is extra small to medium on top, the Bianca  

   and Criss Cross will probably become your first choices for  

   top patterns. If your body is larger, there is still a good  

   chance they will be your go-to pattern choices.   

   Give them a try! But there are more options. 
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The Bianca and Criss Cross are wonderful choices for tee tops.   

     But … there are more options! 

 

 

If you feel you need more space across the 

shoulders to balance the bust area visually 

and/or to allow more ease, try the Perfect 

Tee pattern. (Pattern offers long sleeves 

and different necklines.) Another great  

basic from Loes Hinse Design. 

 

Let’s add some design details! 

Same fit and body shape as the Perfect Tee 

with design options … the Cowl Top Pattern! 

 

Can be made without the cowl 

Can change size of cowl 

  Drop neckline in front 

  Increase cowl measurement to 

  accommodate 

Great hemline treatment!   Prefer a curved 

hemline?  Do it!  

Perfect Tee 

Cowl Top 
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Cowl Top 

 

 

 

Comparing the Perfect Tee and the Cowl Top 

 

Note:   As mentioned earlier, various patterns have different neckline treatments, 

  different body lengths, and sleeve lengths. We are using the basic front  

  for comparison. 

  We are using the Perfect Tee with higher neckline and the Cowl Top w/o 

  the attached cowl. The depth of the neckline does not change the fit.  

 

The Perfect Tee and the Cowl Pattern are nearly identical in shape. The distance from 

neckline to shoulder seam is the same. The remainder of the body also remains the 

same. The difference is design options—different necklines, etc.   

 

 

 

Perfect Tee Cowl Top 

 

The design lines (pattern shape) are the same. On both, the sleeve seam at the          

shoulder hangs farther onto the arm creating more space across the top from neckline 

to sleeve. If you need more ease in that area, this pattern is great. 

NOTE:    As noted on page 6, the Cowl Top offers a great hemline choice. This hem

          treatment is up-to-date and can be used with any top pattern. The hem

  line could also be curved. Lots of design possibilities! 

 Want a little more ease across the shoulders, try one of these two patterns. 

The lower body shape is similar to the Bianca. 
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Have you tried the Mediterranean Top pattern? 

 

 

This is a great pattern for most bodies.              

It has more or less a “middle of the road”         

sizing/shaping. 

The shoulder area is wider than the Bianca but 

more narrow than the Perfect Tee and Cowl Top. 

The body is wider allowing more ease than other 

patterns. However, this can easily be changed. 

Overlay a pattern with sizing you prefer. Adjust 

the Mediterranean pattern accordingly.  

 

 

Mediterranean 

Top   

Los Hinse Studio 

 

Make it more ‘trendy’ - use the hem treatment 

on the Cowl Top pattern.    

             Or curve the sides near bottom.    

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

Side 

Bottom 

 

This a great pattern with                                                          

numerous design options. 

 

The fabric mixes for this top are endless.   

 

Not only are there limitless opportunities for mixing  

fabrics, it can be made with or without the set-in yolk. 
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More options for something different    

                V Neck Tunic 

 

 

          Boat Neck Top 

 

Both patterns have 

very unique     

shoulder designs  

resulting in        

wonderful, very 

stylish garments 

that will stand up to 

any current trend!! 

 

The Boat Neck also 

offers a cowl neck 

option. 

 

The V Neck offers a 

shorter as well as 

tunic length.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Due to the uniqueness of each pattern’s        

design, we did not compare sizing/shaping with 

other patterns. To give you an idea, overlay 

your favorite pattern on top. 

 

 

To update your wardrobe …      

consider both of                    

these patterns! 
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This is the perfect time 

 to “Refresh/Renew”  

  your wardrobe. 

 

 

 

We have shown you     

Loes Hinse Design          

and Studio Tee Tops and  

Sweater.       

  Now all you need is   

 FABRIC! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To help you make your decisions easier, all of the knit fabrics listed on page 11 are  

                           SALE PRICED — $8/yard.         

 

Coat/Vest fabric listed on page 12 are  

    SALE PRICED—$16/yard. 

 

So, have at it! Enjoy some new garments! 
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Charcoal/Bronze Knit 

w/Lycra  

  

White w/

hint of 

pale gray 

crochet 

look knit   

worn over   

jersey top 

 

Ivory/Pale 

Gray         

Horizontal      

Textured    

Sweater 

Knit  

 

 

 

 

Black Fuzzy 

Knit w/

horizontal 

texture. 

 

Ivory, Pale Gray w/Charcoal 

Stripe Sweater Knit   

 

White/Pale 

Gray Soft 

Textured 

Knit   

 

Charcoal Gray 

Jersey   
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Coats and Vests   

Fabric on this page …  now $16/yard 

Brown French   

Terry 

Heavier weight 

Sweater Coat 

Pattern, LH Design 
Loes’ fabulous 

long vest 

Tan furry knit 

See Nov. ‘16 

edition for  

instructions 

A favorite faux 

fur coat  in 

Pinky Tan Leop-

ard Faux Fur 

Lighter weight 

Sweater Coat 

Pattern,           

LH Design 

Taupe/Black 

Tweed      

Chenille 

Sweater Coat 

pattern, LH 

Design 
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To refresh/renew your wardrobe, you will need  

pant weight fabric to wear with those great new tops! 

 

GO TO THE WEBSITE 

CLICK ON PANT FABRIC ON SALE! 

 

 

And all of Loes’ pant patterns will work great! 

 

 

All Sale Fabrics are listed under fabric type and ‘on sale.’  

Loes Hinse Studio, Loes Hinse 

San Carlos Square, between 5th & 6th on San Carlos St. 

P.O. Box 1991 

Carmel, CA  93921 

P    831.620.1060 

Casual Elegance, Sharon Lyon 

P.O. Box 6453 

Chico, CA  95927 

 

P  530.343.6838    E      info@casualelegancefabric.com     

F  530.894.5321    W    casualelegancefabric.com 

©  2017   The Look is created and published by Loes Hinse and Sharon Lyon.  

 

Attend a Loes Hinse Sewing Seminar in Carmel, CA.  

2017 dates: 

March 3-7 and 24-28 

October 6-10 and 20-14 

Call or email for more information.  

 

Note:   Fabrics on page 12 are adaptable for any length coat or jacket. Try 

    the Barcelona Jacket pattern for these fabrics.  


